
 

Hair Extension Consent form 
I, __________________________________ agree to have_________________________________ 
at Bel Capelli Salon install Habit Hand-tied Hair Extensions in my hair to add either length or 
volume to my existing hair.  I understand the process, materials to be used and time it will 
take to complete this service. I understand that I will arrive to my appointment at the 
scheduled time with clean, dry, and straight hair. I have received my home maintenance 
guide and I know what to expect and how to take care of my extensions. I understand that 
the point of attachment of the extensions to my natural hair is an area of stress. And I could 
end up with damage to my natural hair or hair loss. If my hair is fine, brittle, damaged or 
bleached prior to extension application the I understand the risk for breakage after extension 
application is higher. Kellie Stoeckle and Bel Capelli Salon are not responsible for any 
damage that occurs to my natural hair or my extension hair. Bel Capelli Salon highly 
recommends booking your appointment on a day when you have no time restrictions. In 
addition, I give permission for my photo to be taken and to be used on social media sites. I 
understand that Habit Hand-Tied extensions require a a follow up appointment at 6-8 weeks 
for removal or to be redone. This is an additional cost from the initial appointment and will 
be quoted ahead of time. I have paid my deposit and understand that this is non refundable 
and under no circumstance will this payment be returned to me. There is a 24 hour 
cancelation policy and if I cancel or changes my appointment with in the 24 hours I will be 
charged a 100$ rebooking fee due at the the time the reservation is made. 

[   ] PLEASE CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU ARE UNDER THE AGE OF 18.  OUR POLICY IS 
THAT ALL MINORS ARE ACCOMPANIED BY THEIR PARENTS/GUARDIANS.  BY 
CHECKING THIS BOX YOU CONFIRM THAT YOU HAVE AUTHORIZATION FROM THEM 
FOR SERVICES AT BEL CAPELLI. 

Guest Signature & Date: 

___________________________________________________       ___________ 



Home Maintenance Guide 
What to expect in the first 24 hours:  

*Achy, sore and tight scalp, take an Advil the first night if needed. 
*Hair and head may feel heavy. 

What not to do: 
*Try to wash your hair only 1-2 times per week if possible, or just wash the top. 
*Don’t scrub your scalp or lather up your extensions.  
*Do not jump in water, try not to get your hair wet when swimming or tubbing. 
*Do not brush from the scalp down, brush from the ends and work up. 

What can help: 
*Light shampoo at scalp and conditioner on the ends.  
*Blot your hair dry, try not to wrap your hair up in a towel. 
*Always use leave in conditioner or oils on the ends. 
*When being active do a loose braid to keep from matting. 
*Loosely French braid at night for sleeping. 
*Brush your hair at least three times a day with the Wet Brush. 

*I agree to follow the above instructions to help keep my extensions and my hair in 
the best shape they can be. I understand that if I do not follow these directions it can 
cause damage to my hair or my extension hair.  

Guest Signature & Date: 

__________________________________________________________    ___________


